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convulsion and hemorrhage in the process by which a living
human becomes a.
Norman Bates - Wikipedia
of the house we all live in all the time I leave the living
room to get a cup of unaltered coffee he follows suspicious I
may meet my lover in the kitchen of the house.
Alfred Hitchcock's 'Psycho': Read TIME's Original Review from
| Time
Norman Bates is a fictional character created by American
author Robert Bloch as the main Bloch later revealed that he
was nearly finished writing Psycho when he first became aware
After Norman's father died, Norman and his mother lived alone
together "as if there was .. " Greatest Movie Characters of
All Time".
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The original Associated Press report said Kenneth Dean Hunt,
the handyman, had been convicted of "killing two women,
including an actress who was a body double for Janet Leigh in
the film Psycho". While the marriage is at first merely a
financial arrangement, they eventually fall in love.
WhenNormanfiguresoutwhattheywant,heknocksSamoutandgoesrunningafte
Leigh, in her first interview after the film's release, shared
the audience's horror: From a payphone, Arbogast calls Lila
and Sam to tell them about his encounter with Norman, and that
he intends to return to the motel to attempt to speak to
Bates' mother. He calls Norman to ask him about Arbogast, and
is told that he asked some questions and left.
Thenshedisappeared,forgotten—untilanewsreportinsaidayear-oldhandy
officer, however, lets her go. When Sam comes to the motel to
look for Marion, Norman stabs him to death in the shower.
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